
Confidence in His Word 

All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for 

correction, for instruction in righteousness 

2 Timothy 3:16 

It would seem conclusive that a strong foundation in reading is the most import thing we ever 

learn in our education. Every individual has preferences as to what their favorite subjects are, 

but reading is what opens the door to gaining information about those subjects. In books, 

newspapers, magazines, or whatever source is available today, the words that we read can be 

informational, entertaining, and even to some degree inspirational; but it is good to remember 

that the writings of men and women are still just that.  

The Bible stands apart from the writings of mankind in that it is inspired, or literally God-

breathed. As to the veracity of the Scriptures, you can find books that are critical of the Bible as 

well as those that are apologetic defenses of the Bible.  One’s belief in the Bible, like belief in 

God, goes beyond scientific and historical evidence. Though biblical events can be verified 

historically or proven scientifically, our confidence in the inspirational truth of the scriptures 

does not solely depend on external proofs. Faith along with the witness of His Spirit with our 

spirit confirms in our heart the truth of the Lord. The Word that is quick and powerful 

penetrates our souls, discerns our thoughts, and convinces us by the Holy Spirit of our need for 

salvation and a right relationship with God in our life. When we begin reading the word and 

retaining it in our thoughts, we will observe it being fulfilled not only in our own lives, but also 

in the lives of all those with whom we have contact. We can observe in everyday life the law of 

sowing and reaping, the power of Christian love, the transformation of a lost soul, peace that 

passes all understanding, deliverance from the fear of death, and a host of other truths found in 

the scriptures. If we read the Bible with expectant faith, we will clearly see that the Bible excels 

and exceeds all other books. 

Each day we have the great privilege of being able to open and read the words of this Book of 

books. When you finish your daily reading, you can confidently know the truth of “thus saith 

the Lord”.  
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